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The Big 50: Boston Bruins: The Men and Moments that Made the Boston Bruins is an

amazing, full-color look at the 50 men and moments that made the Bruins the Bruins.

Experienced sportswriter Fluto Shinzawa recounts the living history of the B's, counting down

from No. 50 to No. 1. Big 50: Bruins brilliantly brings to life the team's remarkable story, from

Ray Bourque and Bobby Orr to ferocious defenseman Zdeno Chara and the team's 2011

Stanley Cup win.



To Elizabeth, my favorite reader
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Foreword by Andy BrickleyI’m from a family of athletes. My grandfather George played baseball

for Connie Mack with the Philadelphia A’s. My great-uncle Charlie broke a bunch of records

playing football at Harvard.Neither George nor Charlie watched the Big Bad Bruins.At our

home in Melrose, north of Boston, we had our routine. Every game night, we’d turn on Channel

38. During intermission, my brothers and I would play mini hockey on our knees with souvenir

sticks and a plastic golf ball. When we heard Fred Cusick’s and Johnny Peirson’s voices return,

we’d sit back down and watch the game.I was eight years old and 10 years old, respectively,

when the Bruins won the Stanley Cup in 1970 and 1972. All those guys were my heroes, not

just Bobby and Espo. I loved them all—Bucyk and Sanderson and Don Awrey and Dallas Smith

and Gary Doak. When they won, it made me want to be a hockey player. It made me want to be

an NHL player. It made me want to be a Bruin.By my senior year at Melrose High, I finished

third in scoring in the Middlesex League. I chose the University of New Hampshire without ever

visiting campus because it had a Division I hockey program.I made the team as a freshman

walk-on in 1979. But I didn’t play for the first two months. In December, Charlie Holt put me in

for my first game against Air Force. We won 9–3. I scored seven points. That summer,

Philadelphia used the last pick to draft me. I was a late bloomer coming out of high school.

Maybe I’d be the same out of college.I turned pro after my junior season. I spent most of my

first professional year playing for Tom McVie with the Maine Mariners of the AHL. In March,

Philly called me up. My first NHL game was at the Spectrum. My second was at Boston

Garden. We were fighting against the Bruins for first place overall. I was on a line with Bobby

Clarke and Bill Barber.My parents didn’t have money. My dad was a firefighter, plus he held

down two other jobs. There were seven kids, so buying tickets to the Garden wasn’t an option.

But Dad was there for that Flyers-Bruins game. It took a lot for him to be there, but it meant a

lot for him to be there, too. So as great as that first game was, that second game in Boston—

against the Bruins, with my family there—was pretty awesome. I could never have played

another game in the NHL, and that would have been OK. As it turns out, I went on to play

almost 400 more NHL games.Life in the NHL isn’t always like that first experience. In 1988, I

was playing for New Jersey. The Devils left me exposed in the waiver draft. That hurt. The year

before, we made it to the conference final and I’d been a big part of that success. So being let

go was a surprise. But a day later, the Bruins claimed me. I was going to play for my hometown



team!In 1990, we had a real good team. Ray Bourque was probably at his peak. Cam Neely

was a menace. But I played in only 43 games because of myositis in my leg. Mike Milbury had

me watch video and sit in on meetings, because it looked like my career was over. By the time

we got to the Stanley Cup Final against Edmonton, I hadn’t played since January. We lost in

triple overtime in Game 1. We didn’t recover in Game 2. By Game 3, when we got to

Edmonton, my equipment was hanging in the room. Mike said, “We need an emotional lift. I

want you to play tonight.” I’ll never forget that.Now I make my living covering the Bruins. When

people compliment me, I tell them it’s what I know. I couldn’t tell you the first thing about

physics. But I can tell you a lot about hockey. When I’m watching, it never moves too fast for me

to fully assess everything that’s happening or is about to happen. I see in real time what others

can only see when the tape goes in slow motion.I dreamed of being what those guys were in

the ’70s. I got to the league and I played for the Bruins. It’s a short list of people in the world

who’ve experienced something they dreamed about as a kid. That’s pretty cool.—Andy Brickley

1. Number FourNot many of the inhabitants of Treasure Island Gardens in London, Ontario,

grasped the significance of what took place on September 23, 1966. That night, the Bruins

played the Maple Leafs in the first game of the preseason, which is not usually a moment of

significance.But that night, in a 1–1 tie, an 18-year-old defenseman assisted on the Bruins’ only

goal. The following day, after the Bruins had gathered at their hotel in Detroit for an upcoming

game, Harry Sinden ran into legendary Hockey Night in Canada broadcaster Foster Hewitt,

who had attended the Bruins-Leafs game.“The kid’s not bad,” Sinden recalled Hewitt telling

him. “But I think he needs some time in the minors.”“Well, maybe,” Sinden replied kindly.It goes

without saying that Sinden did not heed Hewitt’s advice and suggest to his bosses that Bobby

Orr was not ready for the NHL. By then, even before the puck had dropped on the regular

season—the first of 10 Orr would spend in Boston—Sinden, general manager Hap Emms,

assistant GM Milt Schmidt, and every player in the organization knew what kind of asset they

had in the kid from Parry Sound, Ontario.“It was easy to get their help, because they could see

in Orr what I could see and we all could see,” Sinden said of the rookie’s teammates. “You, as a

player, could really thrive playing with this guy. He was the greatest give-and-go player who

ever played. He’d make a pass, come out from behind his own net, make a pass up to his

winger, then break and get it back. He’d end up shooting on their goal from there. That’s how I

brought him into the team. That’s the star he was. I was relying on the players to understand

what a great asset they had. They did. None of them disputed it.”Orr’s fate, after all, had been

dictated six years earlier. While playing at a bantam tournament in Gananoque, Ontario, the

prodigy’s skating, smarts, and skills were so advanced that Wren Blair, a Bruins scout,

identified Orr as a future franchise player. He was 12 years old. Because of Blair’s insistence,

the Bruins sponsored minor hockey in Parry Sound, believing the show of goodwill would pay

dividends if Orr committed his services to Black and Gold.That was no guarantee. The 1960s

were the heyday of the Maple Leafs and Canadiens. Both teams landed the top amateurs.

Toronto got the best players from Ontario. Montreal had a stranglehold on the French-

Canadians. It left the Bruins to pick at the leftovers. It showed in their record.Orr, therefore, was

the Bruins’ best chance at revival. Blair knew it. Partly because of Blair’s persistence, Orr

signed with the Bruins in 1962 as a 14 year old. Orr and his family liked Blair, but they also saw

an opportunity in Boston for the defenseman to play right away for a rebuilding franchise

instead of paying his dues for the league’s behemoths. The offer to stucco the Orr family home,

provide for a new car, and pay for the teenager’s new suit didn’t hurt either. By locking up Orr,

Blair played the biggest role in initiating the turnaround.“Montreal and Toronto had complete



control of player supply. You got what was left over,” Sinden said. “That’s why the guy [who]

signed Orr in the battle with Toronto over him deserves the real credit for getting him here:

Wren Blair. It was very hard to compete with Toronto and Montreal.”By the time Orr arrived in

Oshawa to play junior hockey, there was little doubt about what was in his future. By 1966, his

third and final season in Oshawa, Orr helped the Generals advance to the Memorial Cup. A

groin injury slowed Orr. But he was still better than everybody on the ice.“He was sensational

then, even though he shouldn’t have been playing,” Sinden said. “He could shoot better than

anybody else. His skating was a struggle because he was hurt with the bad groin. But he was

very, very impressive.”That summer, Orr signed his first NHL contract aboard the Barbara Lynn,

Emms’ boat. Orr scored 13 goals and 28 assists in 61 games as a rookie. The Bruins went 17–

43–10 and finished in last place. Orr won the Calder Trophy as the league’s best rookie, and he

finished third in Norris Trophy voting to Harry Howell and Pierre Pilote as the NHL’s top all-

around defenseman.For the next eight years, the Norris became Orr’s birthright. Even in 1967–

68, when knee, shoulder, and clavicle injuries limited him to 46 games, Orr’s brilliance (11–20–

31) was such that voters had no choice but to classify him as the top defensive dog. By

1969-70, Orr (33–87–120) was entering the peak of his magnificence.Bobby Orr won the

Sports Illustrated 1970 Sportsman of the Year award, one of many awards he would acquire

throughout his career.That year, Orr showed the league how deadly his skating had become.

He was a free-flowing tsunami of prowess, turning would-be defenders into helpless

bystanders. Traditional defensemen kept pucks out of their net by leaning on opponents,

cracking them in the back in the danger areas, and strong-arming them to prevent chances. Orr

revolutionized the craft of defending. Other teams couldn’t score because the puck was always

on Orr’s stick. In the attacking zone, if Orr’s shots didn’t go in, Phil Esposito was regularly in

place to tuck home the garbage.Even on the penalty kill, Orr’s mind was on attacking. During

one game against Oakland, Orr lost a glove while shorthanded.“He went around by the blue

line, came back, picked up his glove—still had the puck,” Esposito told Sports Illustrated. “Gerry

Cheevers was on the bench, and I’m standing there and hear Cheese say to me, ‘Espo, you

want the Racing Form?’ I said, ‘Might as well; I’m not touching the puck!’ Bobby killed about a

minute and 10, 20 seconds of that penalty—and then he scored. Greatest thing I ever saw.”In

the playoffs, the Bruins took care of the mighty Rangers in six games. They had completed the

hardest part of the job. They swept the Blackhawks in four games. In the Finals, Blues coach

Scotty Bowman deployed Jimmy Roberts to serve as Orr’s shadow. It didn’t matter. Forty

seconds into overtime of Game 4, Orr scored the winning goal to end the series and give the

Bruins their first Stanley Cup in 29 years. Naturally, Orr won the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff

MVP.“Orr was the difference,” Sinden said. “When we got Esposito, now we had a real scorer,

the best scorer in the league. Then with Cheevers, we had three up the middle and had center

ice covered.”Orr was even better in 1970–71. In 78 games, Orr scored 37 goals and 102

assists for 139 points. Orr’s assist and point totals remain the NHL standard for defensemen in

one season. But Orr and the Bruins, who had become the first team to win 50-plus games in

one year (57), thudded into Ken Dryden and the Canadiens in the playoffs.Orr reset and

steered the Bruins back to the Cup in 1972, their second in three seasons. He went 37–80–117

in 76 games, by then, a standard output of sublimity. The Bruins took care of Toronto in five

games to open the playoffs. They swept the Blues in the semifinals. It took them six games to

beat the Rangers and hoist the Cup once more. Orr and the Bruins had reached their

zenith.Under normal circumstances, Orr’s wizardry could have led the Bruins to more than two

championships. But the NHL’s expansion in 1972, in concert with the launch of the World

Hockey Association, helped to pick apart a roster that could have remained stable for years.



Meanwhile, Orr’s knees continued to deteriorate. By 1975–76, Orr played in just 10 games for

the Bruins. It would be his final season in Black and Gold. Following a contract dispute with the

Bruins, Orr heeded the advice of agent Alan Eagleson—the two would part years later—and

signed with Chicago.Orr played just 26 games for his new team. Perhaps it was fate. From the

start, the Bruins were the only team worthy of Orr’s association.From Friend to EnemyIn 1966,

aboard the Barbara Lynn, Bobby Orr signed a groundbreaking contract. Fittingly, Alan

Eagleson was also on board to oversee the transaction. Eagleson had approached Orr when

he was a 16-year-old up-and-comer in Parry Sound, Ontario. Orr trusted Eagleson to handle

his business affairs. For the first part of Orr’s career, Eagleson did his job well.Eagleson grew

into one of the sport’s most powerful individuals. He became executive director of the NHLPA.

He was in charge of Team Canada’s entry in the 1972 Summit Series. He was elected to the

Hockey Hall of Fame in 1989. The same year, he was named to the Order of Canada. Without

Orr, none of this would have happened.Orr didn’t know until it was too late that Eagleson was a

fraud. Among Eagleson’s misdemeanors was his failure to inform Orr that Jeremy Jacobs was

offering his client an ownership share to stay with the Bruins. Orr left Boston for Chicago, a

departure that benefited nobody except Eagleson. By the time of his retirement, Orr was near

bankruptcy because of unpaid taxes. Eagleson’s actions included embezzling player pension

funds.Following an investigation by Lawrence Eagle-Tribune writer Russ Conway, Eagleson

was charged with fraud by both the FBI and Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Eagleson

pleaded guilty and was given an 18-month prison sentence. He was forced to resign from the

Hall of Fame and was stripped of his Order of Canada.“There was a time after his betrayal

when, had I found himself in a room alone with Alan Eagleson, I don’t know what I would have

done,” Orr wrote in Orr: My Story. “He caused my entire family a lot of pain, and the anger I

experienced over that ate at me for a very long time. Those feelings have now passed.”

2. The Big Bad BruinsThe club that busted a 29-year dry spell, then lifted the Stanley Cup a

second time two seasons later, was not just a hockey team. The Bruins of 1970 and 1972 were

a cultural phenomenon that not only set the standard for how the game was played, but did so

with a flair that helped turn them into icons.The team was loaded with star power—Bobby Orr,

Phil Esposito, Wayne Cashman, John McKenzie, Johnny Bucyk, Derek Sanderson, and Gerry

Cheevers being its standard-bearers. To the masses, they were more familiar as Bobby, Espo,

Cash, Pie, Chief, Turk, and Cheesy, as important and well known in their days as Pelé, Sting,

and Oprah, other one-named iconic personalities.“The city was in a Bruins fog,” said Mike

Milbury, a schoolboy star at Walpole High School when his hometown team won the Cup in

1970. “It’s hard to describe. People—family and friends—would gather on a Thursday night to

watch the game. The next day, that was the discussion. There was always something to

discuss. They were one of the great entertaining teams of all time. If it wasn’t Orr, it was Espo.

There’d be a fight with Cashman, or Pie McKenzie doing something crazy. Cultlike is the best

way to describe it. People were consumed with the Bruins.”They turned hockey into something

the NHL had never seen. Before the Bruins strutted their way through the Rangers,

Blackhawks, and Blues, nobody played defense like Orr. There still hasn’t been a defenseman

to match No. 4’s singular approach. Cashman turned puck battles in the corners into armed

conflicts. Esposito and Bucyk claimed ownership on the net-front area to punch in goals—the

ones goalies were fortunate to stop Orr from scoring.Yet it was the long, dark prelude to the

light of 1970 that turned the first Cup run into magic. The Bruins had not been good for a long

time. For six seasons in the 1960s, the Bruins made last place their birthright. In Boston,

hockey had become irrelevant.“They had been in the cellar through the ’60s,” said Harry



Sinden. “The year before I came, they finally got to fifth place. When I got there, I took them

back to sixth. They ended up making a great move when they made the trade for Esposito and

[Ken] Hodge and [Fred] Stanfield. We got size back. But the first team I had here was not a

good team. That’s the way they’d been playing for 5–6 years.”The Big Bad Bruins woke the city

from its slumber. They stormed through the regular season, going 40–17–19. Orr lit up the

league for 120 points. Their reward: a first-round showdown against the powerful Rangers. The

team on Broadway was loaded, from Ed Giacomin in goal to Brad Park on defense to Jean

Ratelle and Rod Gilbert up front. The teams were closely matched. The difference was

Orr.After a six-game battle with the Rangers, the Bruins had little time to catch their breath

before staring down the Blackhawks. Stan Mikita, Bobby Hull, and Tony Esposito would make

any opponent shiver in fear. Not the Bruins. After four straight wins over Chicago, the Bruins

were set for a final against St. Louis, an expansion team that had entered the league just three

years earlier. The Bruins’ heavy lifting was over. The Blues simply didn’t have enough good

players to hang with the Bruins’ stars.“We had a better team than they did,” Sinden said. “Their

defense could not handle guys like Bucyk, McKenzie, and Esposito. Scotty Bowman was their

coach. So what they did, in typical Bowman fashion, he took Jimmy Roberts and put him on

Orr. As we broke out of our own end, he would stay with Orr. No matter where Orr went, he’d

be with him. What it did was it ended up that Bucyk became the star.”The Bruins won the Cup

in the most fitting fashion possible: in overtime, in style, and off Orr’s stick. As Orr flew through

the air following his championship goal, the defenseman knew he had brought hockey back to

Boston for good. During the Cup celebration at Boston’s City Hall Plaza, McKenzie poured beer

over Mayor Kevin White’s head. This was the way the Bruins operated.The Big Bad Bruins

were even bigger and badder in 1970–71. They had the misfortune, however, of running into

their fiercest rivals. But even the hated Habs needed something more than their usual skill and

luck to topple the mighty Bruins that season. They played their ace: Ken Dryden, the law school

student turned puck-stopping prodigy. A dynastic run came to an end, with Dryden playing the

hero.The beaten Bruins did not allow the upset to linger. They roared right back into the

postseason in 1972. They took care of Toronto in five games in the opening round. In the

second round, for the second time in three seasons, they swept the Blues. This set them up for

another showdown against the Rangers. Familiar combatants such as Park, Ratelle, Gilbert,

Giacomin, Vic Hadfield, and Walt Tkaczuk pushed back against the Bruins to stretch the series

to six games. But the Bruins blanked the Rangers 3–0 in Game 6 to win their second Cup in

three years. Again, Orr scored the winning goal, while Cheevers turned back all 33 shots.Had it

been business as usual in the NHL, the Bruins could have chased several more Cups, despite

Orr’s creaking knees. But in 1972, the NHL expanded by two teams, while the World Hockey

Association came to life. All of a sudden, the star-studded roster had been diminished following

the loss of Ed Westfall to the expansion Islanders and the WHA’s recruitment of Cheevers,

Sanderson, McKenzie, and Ted Green. The Bruins couldn’t recover from the one-two

punch.“The team was not going to stay together,” Sinden said. “It had to be rebuilt.”The end of

the run was as difficult for the city to comprehend as it was to embrace its beginning. Thirty-

nine years would pass until the Cup returned to Boston. But the Big Bad Bruins made hockey

meaningful in Boston once more. Kids who might have preferred other sports couldn’t wait to

get to the rink because of the Bruins’ influence. The 1970 and 1972 Bruins made hockey cool

again.Frozen in TimeIt is the most iconic photograph in NHL history. Bobby Orr, having scored

the game-winning goal in overtime in Game 4 of the 1970 Stanley Cup Final, is in full flight,

courtesy of Noel Picard’s stick. Orr, the Bruins, and the NHL have Ray Lussier to thank. Lussier

was a photographer for the Boston Record American working at Boston Garden that day. When



another photographer vacated his spot along the glass, Lussier saw his opening and took

advantage of the opportunity. In 2010, the Bruins immortalized the moment Lussier captured

by unveiling a statue of an in-flight Orr in front of TD Garden.A close second would be the

picture snapped by Montreal photographer Roger St. Jean following Game 7 of the semifinal

between the Bruins and Canadiens in 1952. It captures Bruins goalie Jim Henry, eyes black

because of a broken nose, bowing slightly to greet a bloodied Maurice Richard in the

postgame handshake line.

3. The Brilliance of BourqueRay Bourque could not help but be nervous. In the fall of 1979,

after the Bruins made him the eighth overall pick of that year’s draft, Bourque attended his first

pro training camp. He was 18 years old, lining up alongside legends such as Brad Park, Wayne

Cashman, Jean Ratelle, Gerry Cheevers, and Gilles Gilbert. As such, Bourque was not a lock

to make a team that had finished atop the Adams Division the year before and lost to Montreal,

the eventual Stanley Cup champs, in the semifinal.But Bourque had a calmness to his game

that was mature beyond his years. Regardless of the competition he was about to face,

Bourque believed he was good enough not just to make the Bruins as a teenager, but do well

as an NHL rookie.“I’ve got to tell you that I was very confident of my ability to play in the NHL,”

Bourque said. “I think you really need that to do well, have success, and be the best you can be

—to really have confidence in yourself.”Bourque sailed through camp and made the final roster.

The No. 29 he was given at the start of camp became No. 7, a number he wore until 1987. On

October 11, 1979, Bourque made his NHL debut against Winnipeg. With his father and

stepmother in attendance at Boston Garden, Bourque scored a goal and an assist.The points

would continue for the entire season. By the end, Bourque had racked up 17 goals and 48

assists in 80 games. In the playoffs, Bourque added two goals and nine assists in 10 games.

New records, both within the organization and the league, became a regular occurrence for the

rookie. He set a team high in assists for a rookie. His 65 points were good enough to set an

NHL record for the highest total by a rookie defenseman. He became the first non-goalie in

league history to win the Calder Trophy as the NHL’s top rookie and to be named a First Team

All-Star in the same season.“It was fantastic. I loved it,” Bourque said of his rookie experience.

“I really believed in myself and thought I could play in that league. From Day 1 when I got to

camp, things went really well for me.”The Bruins could thank a trade from the previous season

for the pick that resulted in Bourque. On October 9, 1978, the Bruins traded Ron Grahame to

Los Angeles for the Kings’ first-round pick in 1979. The Bruins were deep in goal with Cheevers

and Gilbert. They could afford to let Grahame go for a future first-rounder.By August 9, 1979,

the day of the draft, the Bruins were in the market for defense. Park, 31 years old, was ready to

hand off leadership of the blue line. Bourque didn’t project to be as flashy as Park. But the

Bruins drafted Bourque, thinking he would become a steady, robust, and dependable

defenseman. It didn’t take the Bruins long to figure out that Bourque’s future was even shinier

than they expected.The kid from Montreal, who admired the play of Larry Robinson, Serge

Savard, and Guy Lapointe, was not as graceful as Park. He was not as wondrous as Bobby

Orr. But Bourque continued the legacy of the Bruins’ stranglehold on dressing the best

defenseman in the league, a chain that would endure when the team signed Zdeno Chara in

2006.The quality that endeared Bourque to his coaches (Fred Creighton, Harry Sinden, Butch

Goring, Terry O’Reilly, Mike Milbury, Rick Bowness, Brian Sutter, Steve Kasper, and Pat Burns)

was his reliability. Every coach knew he could depend on Bourque to shut down top-line

opponents, even wizards such as Wayne Gretzky and Mario Lemieux, help lead the offense,

and play 25–30 minutes every game.Bourque’s level of play was always high and never



wavered, regardless of the opponent or time of season. Even when other forwards did their

best to pound the sand out of Bourque, the defenseman responded by standing up to the

punishment, retrieving pucks, and moving them the other way. On defense, Bourque was like a

redwood: strong, sturdy, and impossible to dislodge. Once Bourque started to go on the attack,

his skating took him through center ice and put him in good position after gaining the offensive

zone. When he crossed the offensive blue line, Bourque took advantage of his vision, creativity,

and heavy shot to put pucks behind goalies or snap them onto teammates’ sticks.Bourque

made all of his teammates better. By Bourque’s count, he played 757 games with Don

Sweeney, his usual stay-at-home partner. Like Bourque, Sweeney cruised past the 1,000-game

threshold, partly because of how he played alongside his longtime teammate. Bourque’s game

also complemented the crash-and-bang style of Cam Neely. When Bourque got the puck up

the ice, it usually landed on Neely’s stick.“If your best player is the hardest worker, you’ve got a

chance, as a team, to do something special,” said former teammate Andy Brickley. “That’s what

he was all about.”In 1985, the 24-year-old Bourque became the club’s captain. He would wear

the “C” for the Bruins through 2000, becoming the longest-tenured captain with one team in

NHL history. It took until 1987, when he scored 23 goals and 72 assists in 78 games, for voters

to recognize Bourque as the league’s best all-around defenseman. It was the first of five Norris

Trophies he would win.The following year, Bourque advanced to the Stanley Cup Final for the

first time. Although the Bruins lost to the Oilers, Bourque had the satisfaction of beating the

Canadiens in the playoffs that year. It was the first time the Bruins had beaten the Canadiens in

the playoffs in 45 years. Two years later, the Bruins were back in the final against the Oilers.

Once again, the Bruins fell short. It was the closest Bourque would come to a Cup until he was

traded to Colorado.Bourque’s fitness was world class. It allowed him to log heavy minutes and

stay healthy throughout his career. In 2000–01, his 22nd and final season in the league, a 40-

year-old Bourque still scored seven goals and 52 assists in 80 games for the Avalanche.

Bourque left the game at the top after he won the Cup that had eluded him for his first 21

seasons.Bourque concluded his career with 1,612 games. He scored 1,579 points, the most of

any defenseman in league history. He was named a First Team All-Star 12 times. He is the

pace setter for multiple Bruins records: most games (1,518), goals by a defenseman (395),

points (1,506), and assists (1,111).Upon reflection, Bourque credited his attitude of getting

better every day as the reason behind his consistency. He was never satisfied with just being

good. He wanted to be great.“When the best players are the best people, everybody has to

follow,” Bourque said. “I learned that early as a Bruin. What being a Bruin was all about was

working hard, setting the example, and doing it the right way. I couldn’t have dreamed of having

that kind of career. I never stopped to really think about what I was doing when I was doing it.

Once it was done, I’d look back and go, ‘Wow.’ It was incredible. I had a lot of fun. I played with

great guys, great teammates, and great friends.”All in the FamilyOn January 19, 2013, Chris

Bourque made history. The son of Ray Bourque made his Bruins debut in a 3–1 win over the

Rangers. The player who had grown up in the dressing room at TD Garden had made a dream

come true by working the same real estate his father once dominated.“It was awesome,”

Bourque said of his first Bruins game. “I’ve been here in the crowd to watch these games, but

to play in front of this crowd was a special moment for me.”The Bourques are one of five father-

son combinations to play for the Bruins. The others: Harvey and Bill Bennett; Albert G. and

Albert T. DeMarco; Ron and John Grahame; and Ken R. and Ken D. Hodge. It’s possible a sixth

could join them. Ryan Donato, son of ex-Bruin Ted Donato, was one of the team’s second-

round picks in 2015.



4. The Most Intense Rivalry in SportsOn April 10, 2008, Tim Thomas made his NHL playoff

debut. The Bruins lost to the Canadiens at Bell Centre that night 4–1. Until then, Thomas did

not comprehend the significance of the moment.Playoffs. Bruins-Canadiens. In Montreal.“I felt

like a Roman gladiator,” Thomas said of stepping out of the dressing room and onto hostile

ice.Before Thomas hit the Bell Centre ice in the playoffs, he did not understand the heat of the

Bruins-Canadiens rivalry. Once he did, the goalie finally realized what it meant to participate in

the most intense rivalry in sports.Through 2016, the Bruins and Canadiens had squared off

733 times in regular season history, the most head-to-head games of any two teams in the

league. They have done battle in 34 postseason series and 177 games, also the most in NHL

history. They have played each other nine times in Game 7, the most in any North American

major professional sport. There are generations of players on both sides who have bled, cried,

and battled their way through such games to the degree where just the sight of the logos—the

Spoked B on one end, the CH on the other—causes the blood to boil.“I’ve talked to a lot of

guys who have played for Montreal, guys who are my friends, guys that I respect,” said Andy

Brickley. “I agree with them that Montreal, they do it right. I respect everything on how they run

their organization and how they treat their past players, guys who have meant a lot to their

organization. But I still hate them. I do.”The Bruins and Canadiens launched their NHL

existences on equal footing. In 1929, after sweeping the Canadiens in three straight, the Bruins

won their first of six Cups. By 1943, the franchises had met in the playoffs four times. Each won

twice.That was the end of any sniff the Bruins would get of postseason success against the

Canadiens. From 1945 until 1988, the Canadiens grabbed all 18 playoff meetings in every way

possible, from bad fortune to jinxes to roster domination, thanks to their Quebec inroads on the

province’s top amateur players.“I have a lot of respect for Montreal. A lot of respect,” said Harry

Sinden. “They were kind of like how the St. Louis Cardinals are to baseball. They had all the

advantages in the world. All the advantages. They controlled the draft. They had the pick of the

French-Canadians. Imagine having your pick of guys like that. They had some fantastic players

and fantastic teams. I did have respect for them. A lot.”Some of the players, teams, and stories

belong in legends more than record books. Hal Laycoe versus Maurice Richard. The Big Bad

Bruins versus Les Glorieux. The 1971 juggernaut versus Ken Dryden, the unknown rookie

dubbed a giraffe by Phil Esposito. Too many men versus Guy Lafleur and Yvon Lambert. Brad

Marchand versus P.K. Subban.The rivalry was such that even New England Patriots owner

Robert Kraft recalled its ferocity when growing up in Massachusetts.“I remember as a young

boy, being under the covers of my bed late at night with my transistor radio under the pillows,

listening to the likes of Milt Schmidt and Sugar Jim Henry against Boom Boom Geoffrion and

Rocket Richard,” Kraft said upon the unveiling of the 2016 Winter Classic at Gillette Stadium.

“Listening to those games and then having these two teams come here, it’s a great thrill.”The

rivalry wasn’t just about one team vs. another. It meant far more. It was about the Bruins’ blue-

collar style versus the Canadiens’ freewheeling artistry. It was about American pride against

Francophone heritage. The hatred seethed to the point where even fellow Canadians in Atlantic

Canada became Bruins fans because of their dismissal of everything that had to do with the

Canadiens.“Going into that barn was something special,” Mike Milbury said of playing in

Montreal Forum, “with how into it those people were. Everybody was on top of each other.

When you walked the streets, people would approach with, ‘Mil-beh-ree, we’ll get you tonight,’

in those French accents. They’d heckle you on the street. It was a special event. The people

made you feel like it was a special event. You’d be that much more prepared to be ready for

that event.”It was because of the one-sided nature of the rivalry that the 1988 playoff win for the

Bruins was something that still brings smiles to the victors’ faces. A 45-year curse was finally



dead. They had slain the mythical dragon that had tormented earlier generations for 18

consecutive playoff series.The 1988 win did nothing to diminish the rivalry. If anything, it made

it even fiercer. In 2002, the Bruins were favored to roll over the Canadiens in the first round of

the playoffs. But a Kyle McLaren forearm shiver to Richard Zednik sparked an emotional

Montreal rally. In 2004, with future Boston coach Claude Julien behind the Montreal bench, the

Canadiens shook off a 3–1 series deficit to win three straight games and send the Bruins

empty-handed into the lockout. Four years later, with Julien in Boston, the underdog Bruins

took the favored Canadiens to the edge before losing in Game 7. In 2011, the Bruins topped

the Canadiens in overtime of Game 7 in the first round as the launchpad for their Cup run. In

2014, the rivalry reached a flashpoint when Shawn Thornton sprayed Subban during play with

a water bottle, then Milan Lucic threatened Dale Weise in the handshake line at the conclusion

of the series.“Good rivalry,” Thornton deadpanned before the 2014 clash. “Both teams get into

it. So I’m going to enjoy it.”The Richard RiotOn March 13, 1955, an incident between two

hockey players—playing for the Bruins and Canadiens, naturally—mushroomed into a cultural

event that landed in textbooks of Canadian history.During a Boston-Montreal game at Boston

Garden, Bruins defenseman Hal Laycoe clashed with Canadiens legend Maurice Richard. The

Rocket took exception to the tangle. Richard went after Laycoe multiple times, including with

his stick. When linesman Cliff Thompson tried to break up the fight, Richard punched the

official.Three days later, NHL president Clarence Campbell suspended Richard for the

remainder of the regular season and the entire postseason. Canadiens fans were outraged.

Some of them interpreted the punishment as an Anglophone coming down hard on a French-

Canadian.On March 17, Campbell attended the Red Wings–Canadiens game at Montreal

Forum. Demonstrators gathered at the rink before the game. Shortly after Campbell arrived,

somebody threw a can of tear gas inside the arena. The game was forfeited to Detroit and the

Forum was evacuated. The Richard Riot, as it came to be known, continued outside the rink.

The violence spread to St. Catherine Street, one of the city’s main drags. The riot resulted in

over $100,000 in property damage and more than 100 arrests.
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Jennifer B, “I read a little bit of it and enjoyed it. My grandson is an avid Boston Bruins .... The

book is actually for my grandson for his 15th birthday next month so he does not have it yet.

However, I read a little bit of it and enjoyed it. My grandson is an avid Boston Bruins fan and

someday hopes to play with the team so I know positively he will love the book.”

Hopeful, “Great gift for Bruins fans.. Great book for Bruins fanatics. Lots of interesting facts.

Great gift.”

Sharlene Corliss, “but the book looks like a great read and I'm sure the recipient will .... This is

a gift, but the book looks like a great read and I'm sure the recipient will love it.”

David F. Noonan, “Five Stars. Great”

K. Abramo, “Fun read with some interesting stories. The book was very informational about the

history of the Bruins. Fun read with some interesting stories.”

William S. Ladd, “Four Stars. great book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brought back lots of memories!. Great read, enjoyed reminiscing and

learning some new facts.”

Keeks, “the quality and the very fast shipping. my son-in-law was very happy with the book”

The book by Triumphant Test Prep has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 25 people have provided

feedback.
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